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Welcome to 2021’s first FBI!
As we left 2020 and entered a new year and a new lockdown, we wanted to remind everyone that now
is the time for support and collaboration across our industry, and to remind ourselves that the UK is still
open for business – but acknowledging that we face a different landscape.
Welcome our newest members
It is fantastic to be able to start 2021 welcoming new members into the bfa. January has seen a number
of franchise brands join the bfa as well as some new Supplier members also joining. Below is an overview
of who each of these brands are and what they do. Please take the time to find out more about our
newest members!
Supplier Members

Franchisor Members
Mooboo
Mooboo are a Bubble Tea
operator who opened
there first store back in
2012. They are now in 30 locations across the UK.
They offer vegetarian bubble tea and have over
1,000 varieties. They have joined the bfa as an
Associate Member.

Guardian Angel Carers
Led by the inspirational
two-times Olympian
Christina Bassadone, a
girl who grew up close to
her grannies, our home care agency has become
synonymous with compassion, optimism and
innovation. When she completed her Olympic
career, Christina chose home care because
it could more than match her values. From a
houseboat with three staff, nearly a decade ago,
to today, our fast-growing Guardian Angel Carer
family, still strives to be a care agency at the
forefront of home care. They have joined the bfa
as a Provisional Listing Member.

Little Crumpets
Little Crumpets provide
before and after school
care for children aged
between 4 – 11years old.
There aim is to make the working day less hectic!
Little Crumpets join the bfa as Provisional Listing
Members.

Rezoomo
Rezoomo is a cloud based Recruitment Software
solution that helps franchisors to ensure a
consistent recruitment experience across all
franchisees and the company as a whole. Our
platform enable a consistent employer brand,
messaging and candidate experience while
providing an easy to use and quick to scale
recruitment system for management and each
franchisee. We work across a wide range of
industries including but not limited to Healthcare,
Retail, Hospitality and Pharmaceutical, from startups to scaleups, locally and internationally.

FranScape
FranScape is a global scalable digital Franchise
Management platform. Conceived by a Franchise
brand who wanted to utilise cutting edge
automation and digital techniques to transform
a network, FranScape has gone on to become a
multi award winning technology that is proven
to digitally transform the operation of Franchise
networks big and small.
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The bfa & EWiF join forces to increase
franchise support, awareness and
education for women!

A powerful collaboration in 2021, sees a combined passion for supporting women become a
stronger goal within the franchise industry.
The 2018 bfa NatWest Franchising Landscape Report, revealed increasing numbers of women joining
the franchise industry. But there is more to be done. Which is why 2021 will see the British Franchise
Association and Encouraging Women into Franchising sharing resources and industry insights to
strengthen the focus on supporting Women in Franchising: Stronger together.
Aside from encouraging those already involved
in franchising, the aim of the bfa, with EWiF, is
to continue expanding the reach of franchising
to more women. Both organisations will manage
joint PR on an ongoing basis, including, showcasing
successes, opportunities, and diversity across the
sector.
The bfa will be co-producing ‘The EWiF Guide
to Franchising’. This important guide will contain
useful, educational content, and content which
champions franchising standards. It is an exciting
project, intended to support both the female
franchising and prospect franchising communities.
This collaboration between the bfa and EWiF will
benefit existing EWiF members, with the launch of
EWiF Scotland, supported by the bfa, along with
regular industry insights from the bfa presented
at EWiF’s regional meetings. The bfa’s flagship
Empowering Women in Business event will also
provide a home for EWiF members to promote,
educate and connect on an annual basis.

sponsoring and judging the EWiF 2021 Overall
Woman in Franchising Award. The winner of all
the winners.
Both the bfa & EWiF feel this collaboration will
benefit the whole industry, helping to showcase
what franchising can really provide to those who
haven’t yet considered it.
Pip Wilkins, CEO, bfa, said of the collaboration
‘I have been a passionate advocate of empowering
women in franchising for many years and this is a
fabulous opportunity for the bfa to put that passion
into action. Collectively we can achieve some amazing
things for women in franchising’
Helen Mansfield, MD, EWiF agrees, ‘I’ve long
admired the work the bfa does and I’m really looking
forward to joining with our industry association to
have an even greater impact. This is a fantastic
opportunity to be able to work together, focusing on a
shared vision, to see more women realise the benefit
of franchising for themselves. It is an exciting turning
point.’

And, in continued celebration of women in
franchising, the association is proud to be
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The bfa & WorkBuzz join forces to
help franchisors benchmark franchisee
satisfication and develop industry insights

A partnership that strengthens franchise businesses and supports a thriving industry.
Successful franchise networks do not happen by accident – they are built on solid foundations, effective
training & support and engaged franchisees. With the pandemic and seismic changes, listening to
franchisees, adjusting your support and measuring your culture has never been more important. Which
is why in 2021, the bfa and WorkBuzz are working closer than ever to support franchisors and replicate
best practice.
The partnership will see the bfa add WorkBuzz’s
Franchise Satisfaction Benchmark to its
existing world leading franchise accreditation
process, further extending value and influence
to its members. Something we believe is truly
imperative in today’s environment.
Initially, franchisors with more than 5 franchisees
will be able to receive complementary healthcheck summary from WorkBuzz, following a
confidential franchisee satisfaction survey, covering
core areas likes training & support, leadership
and rewards. This will provide the bfa, and the
franchisor with a more in-depth overview of the
network satisfaction and allowing a partnership
approach to improve this over time. Based on
the feedback, franchisors will also be eligible and
can choose to enter WorkBuzz’s Best Franchise
Awards.
Over-time, the bfa and WorkBuzz will use
feedback from across the industry, in a way which
doesn’t identify individual franchisees, to monitor
emerging trends, highlight best practice and
further raise the profile of franchising.

Steven Frost, CEO of WorkBuzz said
“We’re excited to partner exclusively with the bfa. By
embedding our Franchise Satisfaction Benchmark
survey into the accreditation process, we’ll help more
franchisors to benchmark their training & support,
and provide industry-wide insights, ultimately making
UK franchising even stronger.”
Pip Wilkins, CEO of the British Franchise
Association said “Self-regulation means the bfa
has a huge responsibility to ensure the UK franchise
industry environment maintains a strong reputation
and the ability to continue to grow. We are very
pleased to be adding value to franchisors which will
mean franchising standards really are driven from
grassroots to the franchisor.”
If you are already a bfa member and want to find
out more you can do so by contacting
standards@thebfa.org to get an up to date
review underway. If you are not a member but
are keen to find out more please do contact us
at mailroom@thebfa.org or by contacting 01235
820470. For more information about WorkBuzz’s
Best Franchise Awards, please visit
www.bestfranchiseawards.co.uk
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bfa Launches New Members Area
We were delighted to launch our new member only area of our website. If you haven’t already logged
in to see it please do! You will find a wealth of information at your fingertips, from standards and
regulations, access to our resource library and the ability to review all the upcoming community learning
events enabling you plan your diary and to book online.
Click the image below to see our video on how to access the area.

Introducing our new Member to Member offers.
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QFP Update
Launching New for 2021 - QFP Cohorts
Cohort are learning groups that will embark upon the QFP together and look to complete the course
in 12 months, including the Professional Dialogue and Expert Panel Interview.
The cohorts will complete the five core learning events, alongside additional learning gained via our
programme of community learning, educational seminars and masterclasses throughout the year!
In January we have already celebrated four newly qualified franchise professionals!

The Qualified Franchise Professional (QFP) is the formal recognition of professional knowledge and
experience in franchising. It demonstrates that you understand the complexities of, and best practice in,
franchising and have invested time to continuously develop your understanding.
•
•
•
•

Increase knowledge and experience in synergy with ongoing work commitments
Invest in teams and support their development in franchising
Experience a blended approach of compulsory QFP modules and learning events over a 3 year
period
Finally, produce a dialogue and attend a final interview with the QFP expert panel

If you would like to embark on your QFP journey – please click here.
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International Focus

This month Pip Wilkins, bfa CEO speaks with Alan Kennedy from Little
Kickers
Since its beginnings in 2002, Little Kickers has grown around the world and now has 300 franchisees
operating in 33 countries. We recently spoke to Alan Kennedy, group CEO and UK & Ireland Managing
Director, about their journey into international franchising.
1. How did the Little Kickers international journey start?
Christine, our founder, would tell you it was luck more than anything else! She was about 18 months
to 2 years into launching Little Kickers in the UK and had 4 or 5 franchisees when she was approached
by somebody whose children had been going to classes. He was going back to South Africa and wanted
to take Little Kickers there. Christine then later decided to move her family to Canada to launch
Little Kickers there. In the early days, we did not actively target specific countries and, currently, all
our international franchisees are former customers who have approached us. Now, except for a few
countries where we have already started, our focus is on how existing masters can build and grow. We
are being much more selective and anyone who does approach us is asked to build a business plan
showing why we should be in their country.
2. Are there any language barriers or challenges to building the business on a local level?
Not really, no. All our masters and franchisees must speak English because the training is done in English,
but our systems and websites translate into 50 different languages. We do not train franchisee staff
ourselves; the franchisees train them locally. Our biggest challenge is China because we cannot use our
system there so everything is in Chinese but none of us speak it! However, the relationship with the
franchisees there is such that they are happy to translate for us.
In other countries like India and Brazil, where learning English is important, we have an English language
programme, which we set up with Cambridge University’s CELTA. Franchisees use themes like colours
and animals during coaching sessions to teach the children key words. It does not teach them fluency
but helps them learn while they are having fun and they have a good basis for formal learning at school.
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International Focus
3. How do you support such a large network of international franchisees?
Christine decided from the start that she did not want a large head office and overheads, so we are
a small team. We do have a country manager in India, because of the complexity of the market, and
most of our 18 masters and their franchisees are supported out of Toronto. One thing we have done
from early on is to outsource to trusted third party partners. All franchisees receive support with
employment legislation, health and safety, accountancy and insurance and we encourage our masters to
find local partner representatives in their own country.
We also use a communications process, Entrepreneurial Operating System (EOS). All existing masters
and franchisees have an EOS call every month to six weeks and new franchisees every week for their
first six months. The calls last an hour, have a set format and cover things like short- and long-term
objectives and business planning. Franchisees can also post questions in the real time issue log so we can
respond or make a note for the next call. The whole process makes contact effective and is a good way
of engaging with franchisees.
4. One of the things that stood out for the awards judges this year was your eco-friendly kits
– tell us a bit more about them.
We coach 70,000 children around the world each year. That is 70,000 polyester kits that come in
plastic bags. A lot of franchisees started asking if we could provide kits in bio-degradable bags, but
Christine took this a stage further: wouldn’t it be great if we could say our kits are also recycled? It has
been delayed because of Covid-19 but it is due to start this summer. Initially all kits will be made from
recycled plastic bottles found in the sea – each kit is made from around 20 plastic bottles – and will be
provided in a bio-degradable bag. The kits themselves are not bio-degradable but they are long lasting.
We are working with the charity Sparkle#, in Malawi, who help provide the Little Kickers programme to
orphanages so when a child outgrows their kit, it’s returned to the franchisee and then sent out to the
orphanages. Eventually all Little Kickers merchandise will be made from the same yarn or from recycled
materials.
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Supplier Spotlight!
FranScape gives new clients up to 50% off with fees only due when Clients go live
FranScape is a multi-award winning cloud based Franchise Management system. Built using state of
the art Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning technology, FranScape allows smaller franchised
business owners and those starting out on their franchised business journey, to enjoy enterprise grade
technology. This helps them remove a lot of boring admin tasks and operate efficiently in a way that
would ordinarily be out of reach.
The team behind FranScape know a thing or two
about building a multi award winning Franchise
brand. The secret: digital innovation, which has
powered Swimtime to success for the last 3 years.
From using advanced automation to do things
like taking royalties from source and automatically
booking customers in less than 60 seconds,
FranScape is helping Franchise brands slash the
time it takes to operate their network.
During the past year, the Children’s Activity
Sector has been hit hard. Theo Millward, Managing
Director of Swimtime and CEO of FranScape
knows this all too well: “2020 was brutal. Most
of our network lost nearly 6 months where they
literally could not trade at all. In total it has cost
them in excess of £2,500,000. Despite this we have
thousands of students on our waiting lists and have
had over 100 Franchise enquiries.”
Technology held the key to survival, Theo
continues, “The power of FranScape allowed
Swimtime to react very quickly to the changing
restrictions and without this technology at our
disposal we simply wouldn’t have survived.”

Given the challenges to the start of 2021 for
some Franchisors, the team at FranScape
are delighted to announce support for the
Children’s Activity Sector. For clients that sign
up to FranScape within the following months,
for a minimum of 6 months, they will receive
a corresponding discount on the already
competitive £35, per Franchise per month:
•
•

Before 31st January – 50% Discount for 3
Months: £17.50 per Franchise, Per Month
Before 28th February - 20% Discount for 3
Months: £28.00 per Franchise, Per Month

This includes access to ALL features. Fees
are only charged when the solution is live
and discount will apply for the first 3 months.
FranScape was officially brought to market in
2020 and is already seeing a number of networks
enjoying the benefits. “Despite COVID, FranScape
has generated over £585,000 for our customers in 5
months even with National Lockdowns across the 4
nations throughout that period.”
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IWG Franchise offer

We are pleased to announce that IWG, the world’s largest supplier of flexible workspace
solutions are now members of the BFA.
Although IWG operates over 3,300 workspace locations across 110 countries with brands including
Regus, Spaces, HQ, Signature etc the business sees huge opportunity for growth as it aims to reach
every city, town and major transport hub in the world!
IWG have been franchising in the UK since 2018 and have since gone on to develop new franchise
partnerships across the UK, their franchise recruitment journey has only recently begun as they
continue to recruit and select ambitious, motivated individuals who wish to take advantage of the
flexible workspace sector whilst partnering with the global market leader.
Through IWG’s unique proposition and in partnership with the BFA, the brand would like to offer all
BFA member Franchisors, Franchisees and Affiliates a 10% discount on selected workspace solutions
across its estate.
IWG’s offer
Access a wide variety of offices, meeting rooms and services tailored to your unique needs. Find
beautifully designed meeting rooms, professional virtual office support, or choose to work in a more
collaborative setting with their coworking spaces. IWG can help you find a workspace solution adapted
to your requirements.
About the IWG workspace portfolio
With a track record of over 30 years of delivering the best real estate solutions for business, IWG’s
portfolio of brands (Regus, Spaces, Signature and more) provides millions of people around the globe
with a great day at work. With locations in practically every country, city, town and transport hub and
options ranging from an hour’s coworking to multi-year leases, IWG enables people and businesses to
work where, when and how they want.
How does it work?
Visit https://www.iwgplc.com/partner/BFA, find a Regus workspace solution that meets your
requirements, and fill out the form. You will then receive a 10% discount* on selected memberships,
meeting room bookings and virtual office services.
*Terms and conditions apply
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Taylor Made Franchising forms
strategic partnership with
Iconic Window Cleaning
Franchise entrepreneur Darren Taylor, owner of
Taylor Made Franchising, has formed a strategic
partnership with a window cleaning company, to
franchise their business. Now a part-owner of
Surrey-based Iconic Window Cleaning, Taylor
will use his knowledge and experience to guide
founder Andy Hiscock through the franchising
process, with a view to recruiting 3-4 franchisees
in their first year.
Hiscock, who worked in IT for 10+ years, founded
Iconic Window Cleaning in 2005.
‘I first got the idea watching my father do some part
time window cleaning, so when I left IT, I set up the
business, spending the first few months door-knocking
to get my first customers. 15 years later, my partner
Krystal Edwards has joined me in the business,
helping with organisation and expansion and we
now have two full time staff, cleaning the windows of
domestic and commercial properties across Farnham,
Alton, Guildford, Godalming, Hindhead, Haslemere,
Winchester and the surrounding areas.’
Explaining his reason for approaching Darren
Taylor to help him franchise the business he said,
‘I had been toying with the idea of franchising for

many years but was always so busy I never had the
time to fully investigate it. Whilst out in the van I
listened to podcasts that said, ‘if you want to be
successful, surround yourself with experts.’ By going
directly to Darren, I am short cutting the franchising
process and putting an expert directly in my business.
His knowledge of the sector is second to none and he
has an experienced management team in place ready
to help. Also, as a co-owner I know he is going to do
his very best to develop it into a successful franchise
operation. I am really excited for the future and know
the sky’s the limit with Darren’s help.’
Taylor, who currently owns Stumpbusters, PVC
Vendo, Wilkins Chimney Sweep and Thomas
Cleaning Franchise with a joint network turnover
of £7.6m said, ‘This is a new and exciting opportunity
for everyone involved and my team here at Taylor
Made Franchising are raring to go. Between us, we
have many years of experience of the franchise sector,
which we are looking forward to sharing with Andy.
Iconic Window Cleaning is the perfect example of a
business ready to franchise, Andy built it from the
ground up, he knows his product and service inside
out and now he’s ready to expand and with our help,
2021 is going to be a great year for him.
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Support during the
Pandemic

How to come out of lockdown stronger
With the third lockdown becoming law, there are tough times ahead for businesses throughout England but how they react to the restrictions will make the difference between those that thrive and those that
merely survive.
Catastrophic as the restrictions undoubtedly are for customer-facing businesses including gyms,
hairdressers and retail shops, the worst thing owners can do is to go into economic hibernation and
hope everything will be better in the Spring. It will - or, hopefully, will be as soon as enough people have
been vaccinated - but what business owners do with the few slack months forced upon them can make
a significant difference to their long-term prosperity.
One typical knee-jerk reaction - and an understandable one - is to slash or even axe the marketing
budget as an immediate way of reducing overheads when income may be substantially reduced or even
non-existent. If the business is on its knees and fighting for its very survival, that may be one of many
unavoidable and difficult decisions that have to be made.
But for businesses that are cash-rich or can at least weather the storm for a little longer, continuing to
invest in marketing is more than just a nice-to-have. In the franchising world that we support at Chantry
Group, businesses depend on having a pipeline of potential franchisees who will buy into the brand and
the ethos and develop their own successful businesses under its wing.
Just as the NHS can’t suddenly create thousands of extra doctors during a pandemic - it would take six
years even if it started today - recruiting suitable franchisees doesn’t happen overnight.
Acquiring a franchise isn’t an impulse-buy. It takes months of research, due diligence and assessment
before even the best candidate is ready to take on the mantle - and you can add another three to six
months to that if there’s property, to find, negotiate and fit out.
So while a franchisor might not have any clients at all for the next few months, or be able to trade only
on a severely limited basis, the vital work of attracting enquiries from prospective franchisees to expand
the network needs to carry on regardless.
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Continued...
Knocking franchise recruitment on the head right now, while tempting for some, means that as soon
as the pandemic is under control and business begins to get back to normal, there will suddenly be no
potential franchisees waiting in the wings to take the business forward.
Resuming the search for them then, just at the time when the pressure will be the least bearable, means
business development will have taken a massive and completely avoidable blow which could take many,
many months to recover from.
For business owners who can, keeping that franchisee recruitment activity going, or even stepping it
up, will ensure their businesses continue to develop and expand while rivals’ stagnate or even go into
reverse.
That’s what we saw with businesses that pushed on through both the previous lockdowns, and there
was a dramatic shift in the most effective franchise recruitment marketing channels, too.
Those who are serious about taking on a franchise won’t be daunted by yet another lockdown and,
indeed, will see the opportunities with prime-location properties becoming available on unbelievable
terms, a spike in suitable people hunting for work, and workforces becoming more productive in their
enthusiasm to keep businesses going.
Those potential franchisees typically look at several types of business before they settle on one, so they
will be judging companies by how they handled themselves during the pandemic and whether they took
a long-term view, acted like rabbits caught in headlights or, worse, did nothing at all. With time on their
hands, too, those potential franchisees can afford to take an even closer look at the way a company
conducts itself, and the vision it shows, so a company that simply reached for the pause button might
find it rather harder to fill potential investors with confidence.
Our clients at Chantry Group share our view that the show must go on, even if quietly in the
background, because the long-term gains are more than worth the short-term pain that none of us can
avoid until the pandemic is over.
The bfa is also offering support to anyone who may need it during these difficult times, please do not
hesitate to email us at support@thebfa.org or call us on 01235 820470
Also don’t forget to join us on LinkedIn.
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bfa Community learning and
upcoming Events
Weekly surgeries;
We have had some fantastic surgery sessions that we run every week at 11am on Thursdays, do please
join us by clicking this link; If you miss any of the surgeries you can find them in the Resource Library
in the new members area of our website. During February we have surgeries concentrating being open
for business during a pandemic: subjects including; Funding & Business Planning, Recruitment, PR and
Celebrating Growth. Do keep an eye on our LinkedIn page for further details.
Other upcoming events;
They are back! Our National franchise forums
– the first of the year our Northern Forum
takes place on Tuesday 2nd Feb and is chaired
by Claire O’Connor, from Baby Ballet. Join your
franchise peers to discuss hot topics in the
industry right now.

Peer Boards;
Lockdown is tough, add the pressure of being the business decision maker and it can get even tougher.
You don’t need to feel alone in 2021, a bfa Peer Board could help!
•
•
•

Are you ready to increase growth?
Is your business headed in a new direction in 2021?
Are you keen to innovate and sense check ideas or strategies?

Get connected with 6 non-competing franchise executives professionally facilitated to help support your
leadership goals in 2021. For all details of our events and community learning, please visit our website
and login to the members area.

